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Abstract—Recent technologies such as inter-ledger payments,
non-fungible tokens, and smart contracts are all fruited from
the ongoing development of Distributed Ledger Technologies.
The foreseen trend is that they will play an increasingly visible
role in daily life, which will have to be backed by appropriate
operational resources. For example, due to increasing demand,
smart contracts could soon face a shortage of knowledgeable
users and tools to handle them in practice. Widespread smart
contract adoption is currently limited by security, usability and
costs aspects. Because of a steep learning curve, the handling of
smart contracts is currently performed by specialised developers
mainly, and most of the research effort is focusing on smart con-
tract security, while other aspects like usability being somewhat
neglected. Specific tools would lower the entry barrier, enabling
interested non-experts to create smart contracts.

In this paper we designed and developed Blockly2Hooks, a
solution towards filling this gap even in challenging scenarios such
as when the smart contracts are written in an advanced language
like C. With the XRP Ledger as a concrete working case,
Blockly2Hooks helps interested non-experts from the community
to learn smart contracts easily and adopt the technology, through
leveraging well-proven teaching methodologies like Visual Pro-
gramming Languages, and more specifically, the Blockly Visual
Programming library from Google.

The platform was developed and tested and the results
are promising to make learning smart contract development
smoother.

Index Terms—DLT, XRP, smart contracts, visual programming

I. INTRODUCTION

The recent advances and the growing adoption of the
Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) show that DLT is here
to stay, with the technology becoming each day more, a part of
the daily life. Inter-ledger payments [1] made their way into
finances [2], non-fungible tokens (NFT) [3]–[5] are already
used in industries like gaming, logistics and more; smart
contracts [6], [7] are being successfully deployed to tackle
finance, healthcare, gaming, insurance or legal use cases [8].
The term "smart contracts" was coined in 1994 by Nick Szabo
who defined them as software programs replicating real-life
contracts and executing their terms while minimizing excep-
tions and the need for trusted intermediaries, e.g. notaries [9],
[10]. Smart contracts [11] are small pieces of executable code,
oftentimes written in advanced programming languages. They
reside and execute on DLTs like Ethereum (ETH) [12], [13]
or the XRP Ledger (XRPL) [14], [15]. Because they exist
and run on DLT, they are classified as Decentralized Applica-
tions (dApps). Ideally, smart contracts should be autonomous,

immutable and public; their execution should be transparent
and non-reversible. On ETH, the smart contract’s logic is
encoded with Solidity, compiled to bytecode, then executed on
the Ethereum Virtual Machine [16]. Solidity is a high level,
object-oriented programming language designed specifically to
encode smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain1. Initially
inspired from JavaScript, it was enriched with elements from
C++ and Python. On XRPL, smart contracts are written in C,
compiled to wasm (a binary format for a stack-based virtual
machine)2, then deployed and executed on XRPL. However,
the learning curve for smart contract programming is not
smooth. Currently, the smart contracts are mostly written,
debugged and deployed by specialised developers with ad-
vanced technical background. Besides advanced knowledge in
the specialized field, another important reason is that smart
contracts are written in programming languages like C that
can make the process overwhelmingly difficult for non-expert
users. Also, the design of the C language is identified as
impacting the bug rates, program security and complexity [17].

Smart contracts should be made friendlier and more ac-
cessible to a larger audience like teenagers, non-technical
people, knowledge seekers and the community at large: in a
scenario when smart contracts are deployed on a large scale
in industry, it will be desirable that users and stakeholders can
directly program the conditions of the contract themselves.
Bringing smart contracts closer to the business will unlock
the full potential of smart contracts to creating value for
the society. It is expected that if adopted on a large scale,
the financial impact of smart contracts would be substantial.
However, widespread smart contract adoption is currently
hampered by costs, usability and security [18]. The specialised
programmers needed for smart contract development increase
the cost to deploy a smart contract. To enable widespread
adoption, costs can be decreased by increasing smart contract
usability, currently impacted by the advanced programming
languages used in development that translate into an entry
barrier for the general public. Moreover, when smart contracts
are developed by pure programmers, situations can arise when
the programmer does not fully understand the needs of the
stakeholder, that should be embedded into the contract [19].
The stakeholder needs to test the implementation and provide
feedback to the programmer making the process iterative and

1https://docs.soliditylang.org/en/v0.8.18/, valid in February 2023
2https://webassembly.org/, valid in February 2023



prone to implementation flaws which increases the costs even
further. Currently, there is a general trend towards no-code or
low-code tools [20], [21] for software development to benefit
ubiquitous, daily-business use cases [22]. The blockchains
whose smart contracts will be more usable and cost-friendly
will see their adoption and user-base grow.

Of the possible solutions, we focused on the well-proven
Visual Programming Languages (VPL) methodology which is
successfully used in schools to teach programming. VPLs, or
block coding, have been defined as programming languages
that enable users to build computer programs through inter-
acting with, and expressing the program through, graphical
elements of the language rather than textual [23]. Oftentimes
such environments are based on boxes, lines and arrows
which interconnect the boxes and represent their relations
and interactions [24], [25]. VPLs aim to make programming
more accessible to novices through syntax, semantics and
pragmatics [26]. Syntax offers icons, blocks, arrows, forms
and diagrams to enable beginners to easily create well-formed
computer programs. Semantics are helper methods aiming to
convey to the user the meaning and correct usage of the
graphical primitives of the VPL. Pragmatics are possibilities
offered to the user to test and understand the behavior of
pieces of program they create, in different specific situations.
VPLs can be used for a variety of domains like multimedia,
education, gaming or automation, to name a few.

Visual editors for smart contracts can democratize the build-
ing, deployment and management of smart contracts and im-
prove their reliability and security [27], because, like any other
computer program, smart contracts can have sometimes bugs
that can lead to potentially significant financial losses [28].

What we want to achieve is illustrated in Figure 1: the
complex task to write smart contracts in the C code (Figure 1a)
and then deploy, test and use them, should be made accessible
to larger audiences through leveraging the advantages of visual
programming (Figure 1b).

In this paper we propose, implement and discuss
Blockly2Hooks, a solution for teaching non-technical audi-
ences how to easily program, test and deploy some of the
most challenging smart contracts like those written in the C
language. To achieve this we use Visual Programming, a well-
proven teaching methodology, and take the XRP Ledger smart
contracts as a concrete case. As Google Blockly offers native
support for the translation of the visual blocks to simpler
languages like JavaScript, Python, PHP, Lua, Dart, and the
possibility to add other languages, other blockchains can be
accommodated on this design, too.

The paper is organised as follows: Section II introduces
the technologies involved. The Blockly2Hooks solution is
presented in Section III, while the current state of the art is
discussed in Section IV. Finally, we draw our conclusions and
present the avenues for future work in Section V.

II. BACKGROUND

Here we are describing the most important technologies
involved in Blockly2Hooks, like the XRP Ledger, the Hooks

//Executed when an emitted transaction is successfully 
accepted into a ledger
int64_t cbak(uint32_t reserved) {
 return 0;
}

//Executed whenever a transaction comes into or leaves 
from the account the Hook is set on
int64_t hook(uint32_t reserved) {
TRACESTR("Accept.c: Called.");
accept(SBUF("Accepted!"),1);
_g(1,1);

 return 0;
}

(a) XRPL smart contracts, as written by programmers.

(b) XRPL smart contracts, as developed by non-technical users.

Fig. 1: The design goal of Blockly2Hooks.

smart contracts on XRPL, and the Blockly library for visual
programming offered by Google.

XRPL is characterised as an open-source, permissionless,
and decentralized blockchain which is appreciated for its trans-
action (tx) throughput (1500 tx/s) [29], speed (transactions
settle in 3-5s) [30], low fees, and low energy consumption,
all thanks to the consensus protocol involved: the ledger
building process consists of a Byzantine Fault Tolerant "Con-
sensus" [31] and a "Validation" stage, where a majority of the
participating nodes have to agree on the next version of the
ledger. This is not a computationally-intensive process and it
is designed to provide the above mentioned advantages.

XRPL is focused on cross-border payments and has support
for NFTs and for smart contracts which on XRPL are called
Hooks [32].

The Hooks have been developed specially for the XRPL.
They are small, efficient pieces of code compiled to web as-
sembly (wasm) modules. Hooks can be written in any language
(compilable to wasm) then they are uploaded to XRPL [33].
They are deployed and work on Layer 1, meaning directly on
the XRPL, and their function is to modify the behavior and the
flow of the transactions. The logic they deploy can be executed
before or after the transactions. Hooks are deliberately made
not to be Turing-Complete, which is undesirable at layer 1



because this would make it impossible to determine when
the program would end. And without predictable maximum
execution times, the XRPL might never advance to the next
ledger. Hooks can store simple data objects like for example
lists: "for all incoming payments, check if the sending account
is in a blacklist (e.g. kept by another hook), and if yes: reject
it”. Other possible hook examples are: “deny transfers less
than 20 XRP”, or “for outgoing transfers, send xy% to a
predefined account”. Typically, Hooks are written in C. While
C is a very efficient programming language, it is not easy to
learn and use for non-developers. Even more, because Hooks
are deliberately not Turing-Complete programs, they use a
modified C language which makes it even more complicated
for non-specialised audience.

An example of an XRPL Hook, called "Carbon Offset
example" [34], is illustrated in Figure 2: The hook in this
example is installed on the Sender account (Bob’s account).
This hook is triggered by outgoing transactions from Bob’s
account: when Bob sends some funds to Alice, the Hook will
trigger a new transaction that will send 1% of the outgoing
amount to a "Carbon Offset" account. It is possible to install
such hooks on other sending user accounts too, such that over
time the "Carbon Offset" account would raise an amount that
can be used to mitigate the effects of carbon emissions on
Global Warming through for example sponsoring reforestation.

Bob account
(SENDING)

Hook installed 
on Bob’s account

Transaction sent
Hook logic executed on

outgoing transaction
Alice account
(RECEIVING)

The Hook, triggered by outgoing transactions, is installed on the SENDING account

“CARBON Offset” account

Hook generates an 
extra transaction

1% of Tx sent  
to Carbon account

Fig. 2: Example Hook on the XRP Ledger: "Carbon offset".

VPLs. Scratch [35] is a visual programming language
developed at the MIT Media Lab. Scratch is used by thousands
of kids worldwide to learn how to program and allows them
to share their creations with one another over the Internet.
The approach, its advantages and what made it so successful
is thoroughly explained by the authors in [36]. Nevertheless,
Scratch is not easily customizable, and it only translates to
Java Script. Another VPL example is Droplet [37] but it
is not mature enough, nor widely used. Taleblazer [38] is
a platform for developing Augmented Reality games using
visual programming but it is specialized on gaming. As such,
we found Google Blockly to be more suitable for the purpose:

Blockly [39] is an open-source framework from Google
featuring visual block-based icons and a drag-drop program-
ming environment. Non-expert users can leverage the visual
programming language approach provided by Blockly to build
applications for education, gaming, robotics, or IoT. We chose
Blocky because it can transform visual programs into many

different textual codes, e.g., JavaScript, Php, Python, Dart, and
Lua, and because it is much more versatile and customizable.

III. METHODOLOGY AND RESULT

This section describes Blockly2Hooks, the proposed solu-
tion for bringing smart contracts closer to large, non-expert
audiences. As stated, the goal is to enable everyone interested,
to develop and deploy smart contracts even in challenging
cases such as when the contracts are written in complex
programming languages like C - as currently encountered for
example on the XRP Ledger. We do this through leveraging
the Visual Programming Language (VPL) approach, more
specifically by using the visual programming libraries offered
by Google that are called Blockly.

To achieve this, we first study, map and implement the
functions that we could identify in the XRPL Hooks smart
contracts as visual blocks, using Blockly. This enables the use
of the “Drag & Drop” visual programming approach for smart
contract development. Next, we implement the compiling
of the generated code to Web Assembly (WASM). Finally,
through the push of a button after compilation, we enable
users to easily sign and deploy to the blockchain, i.e. the XRP
Ledger, the smart contract (hook) that they developed using
our Blockly-based VPL.

The proposed system architecture is represented in Figure 3,
and it comprises four major modules:

• The Frontend
• The Remote Server for code compilation to web assembly
• The Backend
• The XRPL Hooks Testnet

Remote WASM 
CompilerFrontend

Backend Server

XRPL HOOK TESTNET

Hooks C 
Code

Hooks C 
Code

WASM 
Code

WASM 
Code

Signed setHook 
transaction

Transaction Result4

2

1

3

1

2

USER MACHINE

Fig. 3: Blockly2Hooks architecture.

These modules are described below:
Frontend. The user builds smart contracts through interact-

ing with a web interface in their browser. The Frontend fea-
tures a visual programming environment where users without
advanced programming skills can drag and drop blocks and
fill in basic data (e.g. amounts) needed to build their desired
Hook Smart Contract. The result is translated to Hooks’ C
code and can be seen on the same screen on the Frontend, as
illustrated in Figure 4.



Frontend

Fig. 4: Blockly2Hooks Frontend.

Remote wasm compiler server. This is a remote server
which receives the hooks that have been visually built by
the user in the form of C code, and then compiles them to
wasm, returning either the same hooks but in the wasm format,
or the error(s) encountered during compilation. We chose to
externalise the wasm compiler to keep the user experience
light and smooth, because the wasm compiler involves the
management of complex libraries required to compile the
hooks from the special XRPL’s C language format to the wasm
format. As such, the user needs to fetch and install only the
light code associated to the backend and the frontend.

XRPL Hooks Testnet. This is a parallel XRPL network -
not the production one - where users can learn and experiment
with deploying hooks without a risk to losing real money. The
Hooks Testnet also offers its own Faucet, where users can get
a Hooks Testnet account and "fake" money (fake XRP).

Backend. The Backend is an interface between the Frontend
and the Remote Wasm Compiler. After the Hook Smart
Contract is built, the user compiles the translated C code to
wasm: though the push of a button on the Frontend, the C code
is sent to the Remote Wasm Compiler Server, to be compiled
to wasm. This process is managed by the Backend, which takes
the C code from the Frontend and forwards it to the Remote
wasm compiler. In turn, the Remote Wasm Compiler Server
will return to the Backend the hook as a wasm file or the
compilation error(s). The Backend will forward the received
hook, or the error(s), to the Frontend which will display them
on-screen to the user.

For security reasons, the rest of the process is handled on
the Frontend: after receiving the hook as wasm code, the user
signs the transaction and sends it to the Testnet for deployment.
This must happen on the Frontend because the signing process
involves private credentials which in a real-life scenario should
preferably remain at all times on the user’s machine. After
deploying the signed transaction, the user will get back to the
Frontend the result of the transaction: either success, or failure.

The multi-user architecture is presented in Figure 5. Users
having installed on their local machines the free and open-

Remote WASM 
Compiler

XRPL HOOK TESTNET
4

2

3

ALICE 

BOB

CHARLIE

1
Frontend 

Backend

Frontend 

Backend

Frontend 

Backend

Fig. 5: Blockly2Hooks multi-user architecture.

source code consisting of the two Frontend and Backend
Blockly2Hooks modules bundled together, will directly con-
nect to the remote wasm compiler and to the XRPL Hooks
Testnet, and will be instantly able to design and deploy Hooks.

The Blockly2Hooks platform is released as an open-source
project on GitHub3. We have integrated some example Hooks
for making it easier to get started and we are looking forward
to adding more examples.

IV. RELATED WORK

Marks [27] identifies different levels of abstraction for smart
contract editors, from syntactic graphical editors such as based
for example on Blocky, through flow-based graphical editors
alike Unreal Engine Blueprint, and to forms to be filled-in for
the simplest cases. It argues that because the necessary level
of abstraction is dependent on the intended audience and use-
case, until the users are there, the abstraction level can only
be guessed. However, new or complex situations are likely to
continue to be tackled by programmers.

An interesting study on the deployment of real-life contracts
as smart contracts on the Ethereum blockchain has been under-
taken in [40], where important challenges like the complexity
of contract clauses and the user privacy are being exposed. The
usage of visual domain-specific languages for smart contract
creation on Ethereum Solidity is studied in [10], [41] and a
concrete solution is proposed under the name DasContract.

Actually, most of the previous work on making smart
contract development more accessible to the public has been
focusing on visual editors for Solidity on the Ethereum
blockchain, possibly because this is the most popular smart
contracts platform: Latte [42] is such an example, which also
provides feedback regarding the Gas cost incurred by the
smart contract being built. The authors of [43] employ an
interesting machine learning approach to build a visual pro-
gramming environment for Ethereum smart contracts. A visual
programming solution based on YAWL [44] is proposed by
[19] to build smart contracts for Solidity, while working on a
concrete use case from the construction industry. For a specific
industry client, [45] designed and implemented a VPL-based

3https://github.com/wshbair/blockly2hooks



smart contract programming environment for a legal purchase
agreements use case. Working on the same concrete case of
Solidity and Ethereum, the authors of [46] identify a lack of
smart contract descriptors (descriptors provide the information
required to interact with a smart contract [46]), investigate
the reusing of smart contracts, and propose then implement a
design for smart contract descriptors, a descriptors registry, and
a visual editor based on Google Blockly for creating composite
smart contracts (smart contracts that call and interact with
other smart contracts). The author of [18] identifies several
requirements for widespread adoption of smart contracts in
business and industry: ease of use, understandability, ease of
testing, secure and error-free, scalable and affordable. End-user
affordability is achieved mainly by replacing the programmers
for smart contract creation [18]. Next, it investigates the use
of declarative languages to enable beginners to easily and
securely generate smart contracts, by working on a "Will and
Testament" concrete use case. FlowContract4 aims to be a
flow-based smart contract editor for Ethereum Solidity, which
however continues to expose lots of low-level programming
elements to the user.

Blocks5 [47] is an online smart contract editor for the
Internet Computer6. It is a flow-oriented design which retains
many syntactic elements, as most of the blocks, fields and
variable names making up the visual design come straight
from their text-programming counterparts. Another design is
proposed in [48] for Hyperledger Fabric, however because of
ties to a commercial project only limited work seems to be
open-source and freely available.

Concerning Hooks, the XRPL Lab proposes an online,
browser-based Builder [49] for the XRPL Hooks which puts
together the hook documentation, hook examples, and the
deployment to the Hooks Testnet. The creation of the smart
contracts is carried over in the C language though, which
ultimately makes Builder a tool for programmers. Same as
Builder, Blockly2Hooks could also eliminate any need for
the users to install code on their machines, i.e. place the
functionalities still present on the user’s machine on the remote
server also, such that users just open their browser to access a
remotely-served web interface from where they do everything.

To the best of our knowledge no other open-source project
addresses visual smart contract development for contracts that
are natively developed with advanced programming languages
such as the modified C language used for the Hook smart
contracts on the XRP Ledger. The environment proposed
by Blockly2Hooks is general enough to accommodate the
development of any kind of smart contract.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

For non-expert audience, developing smart contracts on
Distributed Ledger Technology is currently a kind of mystery,
with the field "reserved" to a narrow segment of seasoned
professionals. In this work we investigated how interested

4https://flowcontracts.com/docs, valid in February 2023
5https://blocks-editor.github.io/blocks/, valid in February 2023
6https://dfinity.org/, valid in February 2023

audience with low programming skills can learn to develop
smart contracts written even in complex languages such as
the C language. We propose a classic, proven methodology for
teaching programming which is shown to achieve good results:
the Visual block-based icons and a Drag&Drop programming
environment which is successfully used in schools to teach
kids how to program. As a concrete case we used the Hooks
smart contracts deployed on the XRP Ledger, and the visual
programming environment we propose is built on Google’s
Blockly, a comprehensive but in the same time flexible,
friendly and future-proof framework which offers possibilities
for extending and improving the project.

The proposed design can help minimise the development
time and costs, and increase the smart contract security by
reducing the chances for smart contract bugs even for more
tech-savvy users.

Blockly2Hooks was developed and tested and the results
are promising to make learning smart contract development
smoother.

Future work. The platform will be connected to Mainnet
(the XRPL production network where real money are involved)
as soon as the Hooks ammendment will be enabled there. As
such, users will have the possibility to test their hooks on Test-
net before deploying them on Mainnet. Additionally, we plan
focus testing Blockly2Hooks, to gather more feedback from
the community to make the system better and more useful.
E.g., currently Blockly2Hooks is rather a syntactic graphical
editor oriented towards learning smart contract development.
Nevertheless, the platform is flexible enough to accommodate,
in parallel, higher levels of abstraction: e.g., for the next
version of Blockly2Hooks, we consider the implementation of
templates, or macro-blocks, for some of the most sought after
use cases. This will allow enriching the design to include a
flow-like programming experience through interconnecting the
macro blocks, treated by the user as black boxes.
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